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Abstract : 
(1) 
We studied the characteristic features of single, double aud triple bonds between carbon 
atorr:s by idealizjng the problem to the electronic structure of fictitious diatomic molecules 
=C-G:==, =C=C= aud -G:==C-, where the "open" bonds of carbon atoms are represen­
ted by a suitably hyhr�dized orbitals, associated with free spins . Using this general theory 
above merhoned, we study bond angle for single bond between carbon atoms. Thus we 
obtaiu the following result that iu the case of tetrahedral' bond angle, the s ingle bond 
between carbon atoms is most stable. 
Quautum theoretical treatmeut of boud angle for siugle boud betweeu carbon atoms .  
a. Model : 
we take the followiug model for the diatomic 
molecular system. (See Fig .1) 
b. general formula for electronic energy 
We have to study the general formula for the 
di atomic potential which characterizes the nature 
of binding of molecular system . The tetrahebrall:• hydridiged bonding jin ethane molecule in the case of 
The result of the general formula for electro ­
nic energy is shown in Table T 
"= tan-1 � = 19°28' ,/8 
c. Numerical calculation : 
The di<r' omic potential betw­
een two atoms in the molecular 
system is the eigenvalue of ele­
ctronic eu�rgy as a functi.on of 
the distauc::: between nuclei and 
bond angle between bond orbit -
als. II! order to kuow explicitly 
these dependence on the d stance 
and bond angle, we have to 
evaluate the eigenvalue for var­
ious distances and various bond 
Ec=Eo-Co+(- _9_!J_�l)--Cs (1)) 
1+K 
where 
Eo= ::;EHii +::;E1(ii:jj)+ 
�� . 
Co= 3 (12: 12) +3 (14: 14) 
2 
K = SH' 
Gi/ = (ij' :iji)-Sij'2(ii: j' j') +2'3ij'Hlj' -(Hii+Hi' { )Sij'2 
+ 2Si/::;E(ijl: kk )-Si/ 2::;E{ (ii: kk) + (j' .i': kk)} 
k�i,j' k�J,j' 
angles. For this purpose we compute the numerical calculaions o{ molecular integrals 
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Si/, Hi/, (pq :rs), etc., which may be rather tedious and laborious, but 1hey C<n be 
(2) 
carried out in a straight forward way by making use of table of Kotani et al, and other 
(3) 
:�bles 
Results and Discussion 
The results of evaluating the adiabatic potential according to the general formula given 
in Table are shown in Table 2 and Figures 2-3. 
D. E  
XI 2. 50 1 2. 75 1 3.oo l 3.25 1 3-50 1 3-75 1 4. 00 1 4.25 1 4.50 l 4. 75 1 5. oo 1 5. 25 
100 0.54641 0-43744 0. 38858 0. 18238 0.14179 0. 11757 0. 09633 0. 08082 0. 06009 0. 04671 0. 03620 0"02595 
15° 0. 18622 0. 18740 0. 16606 0-05932 0-04578 0. 03651 0.02819 0.02321 0. 01314 0-00716 0. 00358 0.00ll9 
17.5° 0.09603 0. 09222 0.08759 0. 03256 0. 03012 0. 03240 0. 01630 0. 00843 0. 00!13 0. 00248 -0'00172 -0. 00284 
20.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22. 5° -0. 06413 -0'06339 -0. 05021 -0.00869 0'00096 -0.00390 0. 00151 0.00705 0. 00537 0. 00749 0. 00840 0.00974 
25° -0.09247 -0. 08431 -0. 07414 -0. 00238 0.00077 
30° -0. 04891 -0.04223 -0. 06386 0-04187 0.03551 
(in the unit 
Fig 2 
Adiabatic energy potential curve in the sing](l 
bond between carbon atoms C-C. (cx=19°28') 
a ease : Coulomb field+simple exchange field 
b case : a case+higher purmutation effect 
c case : b case+orthogonal 2s orbital effect 
rl case : c case+1s electron effect 
o. oos93 1o. o1ll7 0. 02172 0. 05756 0. 02461 
0. 06666 o. 07384 0. 08831 0. 08727 0. 08817 
27. 024><o==44. 207e.v. ) 
f·]OO 
f•.Jl5 
j/J'-1 1$' 11.$' 2/l 22.5' l!( 3(1" o· 
Fig 3 
0. 02637 0. 02461 
0. 08611 0. 07844 
AE (in the unit : 27.204e.v)<o:=;:44.207e ,V.) 
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The stable structure of the molecular system are found from thess curves. Thus in the 
case ot the tetrahedral bond angle, the single bond between carbon atoms is most stable. 
This result of our numerical computation is in good agreement with the expreiemet. 
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